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Getzner Textil AG employs a workforce
of 800 employees in the manufacture of
high fashion shirting materials. Between
1989 and 1991 Getzner redesigned all its
business processes. Using an integrated
software package, the textile company
was able to improve the speed and effi-
ciency of its organisation. This allowed
it to consolidate its competitive position,
even though it is located in a high-wage
country. Despite a threefold increase in
orders between 1989 and 1993, Getzner
cut the number of administrative staff
from 233 to 177, reduced order process-
ing time from eight weeks to six weeks,
and drastically improved the accuracy
with which it met deadlines.

What is the basis for this success? The
software package’s integrated database
supports integrated processes without re-
gard to departmental boundaries (see Fig-
ure 1). It provides any employee with all
the data he might need to perform his tasks
within the process.

Data integration permits integrated inter-
nal processes beyond departmental
boundaries.
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Getzner’s reengineering was based on ex-
isting company boundaries. Although new
organisational forms were already under
discussion, it was decided to restrict the
initial phase to process integration.

Nowadays, companies like Getzner are
considering new organisational models
that can be classified as ”networked en-
terprises”. These generate organisational
and business structures such as those pre-
sented in Figure 2. Production (the fabric
mill) becomes an independent company,
which can either remain in its present lo-
cation using advanced automation, or can
relocate production in low-wage coun-
tries. Tailoring is sold to a large clothing
manufacturer, but retains close links with
their own company. Logistics are del-
egated to a specialist logistics service
company. The design department becomes
an independent textile designer. By be-
coming an independent marketing com-
pany, the sales organisation achieves the
freedom to combine with other market-
ing companies, include other product
ranges, or even team up with the textile
designer. Many companies are even con-
sidering outsourcing their financial and
cost accounting.

The effects can be examined particularly
well for the newly independent design
company. Given autonomy, the independ-
ent textile designer has more freedom to
create new products in collaboration with
the clothing trade, and to manage their
development and production. This prob-
ably means that he will work less closely
with the fabric manufacturer than in the
past and more with the clothing manu-
facturer. Of course, with the new configu-
ration it is possible that competing fabric
mills will be in with a chance, just as their
own fabric mill can produce for compet-
ing designers.

Such reorganisation certainly involves
dangers for some parts of the company.
However, process integration in itself cre-
ates such significant advantages in terms
of speed, costs and quality for the compa-
nies involved, that their continued exist-
ence in the new competitive environment
is fostered for some considerable time.

Business Engineering aims to combine the
advantages of a network of small units
with the strengths of allied companies. The
great opportunity for the newly independ-
ent business units lies specifically in the
integrated processes that can be created
within the integrated enterprise or imple-
mented within the allied companies.

The networked enterprise pursues the fol-
lowing objectives:

♦ Concentration on core capabilities: The
small independent business units are
based on a few core capabilities. Other
business functions are either relocated
in independent units or obtained from
specialist companies (e.g. logistics). The
resulting business units are more trans-
parent and can exploit market oppor-
tunities more quickly.

♦ Market mechanisms: Wherever possi-
ble, the new business units are exposed
to competition, to generate simple and
objective measures of effectiveness and
efficiency.

♦ Globalisation: All processes, but espe-
cially procurement and sales, are glo-
bally-oriented. Communication tech-
nology creates new freedom in the
choice of location.

♦ Achieving integrated processes:
Electronic communication permits the
independence of business units with-
out having to sacrifice process inte-
gration.

♦ Achieving synergy: Ideally, networked
enterprises combine the flexibility and
efficiency of small companies with the
synergies of large companies.

The integrated enterprise generates a net-
work of small specialised business units
operating under competitive conditions.
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The networking of business units within
a group of companies is a special case of
the networked enterprise. The resulting,
or perhaps already existing, communica-
tion infrastructure (under the slogan “In-
formation Highway”) opens up huge po-
tential for almost all companies from in-
ter-organisational process integration. A
wide variety of forms of telecooperation
(network relationships) is already appar-
ent.
Let us first return to the example of the
textile company (see Figure 3):

♦ Market, fashion and product
information
A textile designer’s strength lies in the
quality of his market, fashion and
product information. As an interme-
diary within the network, many infor-
mation channels converge at this
point; these he can use in his relation-
ships with customers and the trade, but
also in his collaboration with his sup-
pliers (fabric manufacturers, clothes
manufacturers). Information technol-
ogy allows him to exchange not only
sales figures, but also trade reports, and
sample designs, he can inform custom-
ers selectively about new develop-
ments, discuss quality problems with
customers, or analyse processing prob-
lems in video conferencing.

♦ Design
For some time now, it has been possi-
ble to create textile designs and mod-
els on computer and discuss them in
diverse locations (Simultaneous Engi-
neering). This allows the textile de-
signer to deal with customer-specific
features, such as different colourways
for different countries.

♦ Processing
Given the close collaboration with the
trader, the textile designer can take
over the entire processing (supply
chain management, transport, insur-
ance, etc.) perhaps with the support of
specialised companies. In this way he
can relieve the trader of these respon-
sibilities and increase his own value
creation.

One company that has already achieved
this kind of customer relationship on the
basis of the Internet and Network Notes
is Marshall Industries, the fourth largest
distributor of industrial components in the
USA. The company distributes approxi-
mately 100,000 components to 30,000
customers. In July 1994 Marshall was the
first distributer of electronic components
to put its entire business processing on
the Internet. Using Lotus Notes, Marshall
extended its customer services in the di-
rection of mass customisation: Marshall
uses customer profiles to inform the cus-
tomer of new products or product fea-
tures, improves the satisfaction with the
products they deliver and offers a com-
prehensive after-sales service.

Marshall has radically improved the per-
formance of its sales organisation: Com-
paring the years 1994 and 1995, turno-

ver and profits both rose by a quarter,
whereas sales and administration costs
rose by only 4%.

Marshall improved the inter-organisa-
tional procurement process. As interme-
diary, it ensured the rapid and selective
flow of information between component
manufacturers and component users - in
both directions.

The above examples and many more, es-
pecially from the financial services sec-
tor, indicate that electronic communica-
tion increasingly allows two companies
to communicate as easily as two depart-
ments. The classical sales relationships are
transformed into multi-facetted customer
relationships that include all activities
within the Customer Resource Life Cycle.
These extend from obtaining market in-
formation, through selecting suppliers,
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order placement, inspection tests to re-
pairs and the reuse of residual stock [see
Ives/Learmonth 1984, Österle 1995, p. 155
f.]. The electronic relationship between
companies results not from the new elec-
tronic forms of existing communication
channels, but from new process and busi-
ness concepts.

Communication permits integrated inter-
organisational processes beyond company
boundaries.

Communication FormsCommunication FormsCommunication FormsCommunication FormsCommunication Forms

Electronic communication is still often
regarded as equivalent to Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI), that is, the exchange
of formatted, administrative business
data, such as offers, orders, invoices, etc.
Whereas such forms developed rather
slowly in the past, other communication
forms are characterised by almost frantic
development. Currently foremost of these
is the World Wide Web on the Internet,
but this is closely followed by Network
Notes (for documentary communication
within defined groups) or video con-
ferencing (for communication using
speech and images).

If a company is currently considering the
potential of networking, it would be wise
to start from the idea of multi-media com-
munication, and regard classical EDI as
only one special case (still offering sub-
stantial capabilities).

Business EngineeringBusiness EngineeringBusiness EngineeringBusiness EngineeringBusiness Engineering

Information and communication technol-
ogy will transform the industrial to the
information society. It not only creates
new internal processes, it also revolution-
ises the collaboration between companies
and hence the entire structure of the
economy.

The incipient revolution is only in part a
technical problem. Many of the informa-
tion and communication techniques
needed are already available or currently
being developed. The changes in company
and economic structures, processes, in-
formation systems and especially employ-
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The Institute for Information Management
at the University of St. Gallen, together
with a number of innovative companies,
has initiated a program for “Electronic
Business Networking” (eBN).

The goals of this program are:

♦ A business model of the information
society:
The business model should help in un-
derstanding the new business forms,
and in providing early recognition of
their opportunities and dangers.

♦ A method for planning and
implementing inter-organisational
processes:
The Institute for Information Manage-
ment has developed the PROMET
method for Business Process Redesign
and introduced it successfully in nu-
merous companies. The eBN program
will extend the method specifically for
Business Networking.

♦ Reference processes for inter-organi-
sational processes:
In collaboration with the partner com-
panies, reference processes for net-
worked companies will be developed.

SummarySummarySummarySummarySummary

Data integration makes it possible to
achieve significant improvements from
the integration of internal processes.
Telecommunication increasingly allows
companies to communicate with each
other as they would with internal depart-
ments. This opens up much greater po-
tential than internal data integration.
Collaboration between companies will use
all types of communication (multi-media)
and affect the entire Customer Resource
Life Cycle.

The transition to the networked company
signifies a massive innovative leap at the
levels of business strategy, process and
information system. Business Engineer-
ing is a method-based approach to the
systematic management of this transition.

ees, are much more challenging and will
take much longer.

Business Engineering (Davenport 1993,
IMG 1994, Österle 1995) is a method-
based approach to transformation. Busi-
ness Engineering has the goal of incor-
porating the transition to the networked
enterprise within the business strategy, as
well as implementing this strategy within
processes and providing it with informa-
tion system support (see Figure 4).
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